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Natural Language Generation



What is NLG?

• Generating natural language text (based on any input)

• Compare this with NLU (natural language understanding)

• Generation: should be fluent, coherent and useful for humans
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Decoding Algorithm



Obvious Method: Greedy Decoding 
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Obvious Method: Greedy Decoding

• Greedy Approach: approximation can be bad because 

• model will never begin a sentence with a low probability word

• model will prefer many common words to one rare word

• Solution: Beam Search



Beam Search
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Beam Search



Beam Search: Problems [Hoffmann et al ICLR’20]

• Context: In a shocking finding, scientist discovered a herd of unicorns living in 
a remote, previously unexplored valley, in the Andes Mountains. Even more 
surprising to the researchers was the fact that the unicorns spoke perfect 
English. 

• Continuation: The study, published in the Proceedings of the National 
Academy of Sciences of the United States of America (PNAS), was conducted 
by researchers from the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (UNAM) 
and the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (UNAM/            
Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México/ 
Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México/ 
Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México/ 
Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México…



Repetition Analysis



And It Keeps Going…

Scale alone doesn’t solve this problem: even a 175 billion parameter LM still repeats when we decode for the most likely string.



How to Reduce Repetition?

• Simple option (Heuristic): Don't repeat n-grams (default option in GPT3)

• More complex:

• Modify training objective: Unlikelihood training (Welleck et al., 2020) 
penalizes generation of already-seen tokens

• Modify training objective: Coverage loss (See et al., 2017) prevents 
attention mechanism from attending to the same words

• Modify decoding objective: Contrastive decoding (Li et al., 2022) searches 
for sequence x that has low prob in a small LM



Do Greedy Methods Work for Open-Ended Generation?

Greedy methods fail to capture the variance of human text distribution. How to fix?



Alternative Approach: Sampling from a Distribution



Generation via Ancestral Sampling
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Vanilla Sampling

• Problem: makes every token in the vocabulary an option
• Even if most probability mass in the distribution is over a limited set of 

options
• The tail of the distribution could be very long and in aggregate have 

considerable mass (statistics: “heavy tailed” distributions)

• Many tokens are probably really wrong in the current context.
• Although each of them may be assigned a small probability, in aggregate 

they still get a high chance to be selected.

• Solution: 
• Top-k sampling (Fan et al., 2018): Only sample from the top k tokens in 

the probability distribution.



Decoding: Top-k Sampling

• Only sample from the top k tokens in the probability distribution.

• Common values for k = 10, 20, 50

• Increasing k yields more diverse, but risky outputs

• Decreasing k yields more safe but generic outputs



Issues with Top-k Sampling



Issues with Top-k Sampling



Decoding: Top-p (Nucleus Sampling)

• Problem with Top-k Sampling: The token distributions we sample from are dynamic

When the distribution is flat, small removes many viable options.

When the distribution is peaked, large allows too many options a chance to be 
selected.

• Solution: Top-p sampling (Holtzman et al., 2020)

Sample from all tokens in the top cumulative probability mass 

(i.e., where mass is concentrated)

Varies k according to the uniformity of Pt



Top-p (Nucleus) Sampling



Beyond Top-k and Top-p Sampling

• Epsilon Sampling (Hewitt et al., 2022)

• Only sample tokens with probability of at least epsilon.

• Typical Sampling (Meister et al., 2022)

• Re-weights the scores based on the entropy of the distribution.



Temperature-based Sampling



Contrastive Decoding

Smaller models make different 
mistakes– can we learn from 
these to improve our models? 

Choose outputs that the “expert” 
finds much more likely than the 
“amateur”. Maximize: 



Re-ranking

• What if I already have decoded a bad sequence from my model?

• Decode several outputs from your favorite decoding algorithm

• Define a score for quality of output and re-rank by this score
• Simplest score: (low) perplexity
• Careful! Remember that even the repetitive sequences get low perplexity 

in general...

• Re-rankers can evaluate a variety of properties: Style (Holtzman et al., 
2018), Discourse (Gabriel et al., 2021), Factuality (Goyal et al., 2020), 
Logical Consistency (Jung et al. 2022), and many more

• Can compose multiple re-rankers together.



Efficient Generation

• Generating with a large LM takes a long time

• Intuition
• Not all tokens are equally hard to generate!

• Idea: Use a generation from small LM to assist large LM generation
• Same idea independently proposed from DeepMind and Google - see 

Chen et al., 2023; Leviathan et al., 2023



Speculative Sampling/Decoding
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Speculative Sampling/Decoding

= norm{max(𝑞𝑖 − 𝑝𝑖)}
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Speculative Sampling/Decoding

• Speculative sampling uses idea of rejection sampling.

• To sample from a easy-to-sample distribution p (small LM), in order to approximate

• sampling from a more complex distribution q (large LM).

• Using 4B LM as a draft model and 70B LM as a target model, we get 2~2.5x faster 
decoding speed with negligible performance difference!

• Considerations before use

• Both models should be pre-trained with the same tokenization scheme!

• (e.g., GPT-2 and GPT- 3 would work, but not GPT-3 and LLaMa-7B)

• Hardware config matters: If you have 100 GPUs, running large model may be faster



Constrained Decoding



Attempt 1: Put Instructions in Prompt



Constrained Decoding: Logit Manipulation

• Set P(yj=“climbing” | x, y1, … yj-1) = 0

• Easy to implement: just add a big negative to the logit before the softmax

• Problems

• Bad if there are a lot of synonyms 

• Bad if the tokens we restrict could be used in “allowed” ways 

• Bad if we generate other related terms before the restricted term 



Constrained Decoding: Sample then rank/reject

• Generate a set of sequences S 

• for si in S

if (si is about climbing) discard(si)

• Easier to check if the full sequence violates the constraint 

• Expensive (i.e. slow), might even need to re-generate



Fudge (Yang & Klein’21)



Constrained Decoding instead of RLHF?



Reward-Augmented Decoding (Deng & Raffel’23)



Controlled Decoding Through Prefix Scorer (Mudgal et al’24)

• Train 𝑉𝜃 𝑋, 𝑌<𝑡 based on the reward received by full decoded sequence

• Next token z ∝ 𝑝(𝑧|𝑋, 𝑌<𝑡)𝑒
𝜆𝑉𝜃 𝑋,𝑌<𝑡,𝑧

• Block-wise Best of K

• sample K i.i.d. continuation blocks of length M from the base policy p

• accept the continuation with the highest prefix score 𝑉𝜃 and reject the rest

• (finds balance between sequence-level reranking and token-level scoring)



Recall: Diversity Issues in Max Likelihood Training



Unlikelihood Training





ROUGE (Recall Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation) 

• Intrinsic metric for automatically evaluating summaries

• Based on BLEU (a metric used for machine translation)

• Not as good as human evaluation (“Did this answer the user’s 
question?”)

• But much more convenient

• Given a document D, and an automatic summary X:
1. Have N humans produce a set of reference summaries  of D

2. Run system, giving automatic summary X

3. What percentage of the bigrams from the reference summaries appear in X?
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Lin and Hovy 2003

ROUGE - 2 =

min(count(i,X),count(i,S))
bigrams iÎS

å
sÎ{RefSummaries}

å

count(i,S)
bigrams iÎS

å
sÎ{RefSummaries}

å



A ROUGE example:
Q: “What is water spinach?”

Human 1: Water spinach is a green leafy vegetable grown in the 
tropics.

Human 2:  Water spinach is a semi-aquatic tropical plant grown as a 
vegetable.

Human 3: Water spinach is a commonly eaten leaf vegetable of Asia.

• System answer: Water spinach is a leaf vegetable commonly eaten in 
tropical areas of Asia.

• ROUGE-2  =

50
10 + 9 + 9
3 + 3 + 6

= 12/28 = .43 



BERTScore

● Uses pre-trained contextual embeddings from BERT and matches words in 
candidate and reference sentences by cosine similarity. (Zhang et.al. 2020)



Learning evaluation metrics

● However, lots of issues exist with metrics like BLEU

● They don’t consider semantic meaning of sentences
● Hence, rephrased outputs are given low scores

● BLEU diverges with human ratings once systems 
cross performance threshold 

● Solution: Use trained neural models for evaluating NMT systems!



BLEURT: BLEU-BERT



BLEURT



Automatic Metrics Don’t Generally Work!



Human Evaluations



Human Evaluations: Issues



Ethical Considerations: Microsoft Tay



Ethical Considerations: What about Pre-Training Data?
(warning: contains sensitive content)

● NLG systems as based on PTLMs/LLMs

● They are pre-trained on large language 
corpora

● They learn harmful patterns of bias 
from pre-training data

● When prompted, they repeat negative 
stereotypes

(Sheng et al., EMNLP 2019)



Ethical Considerations: Universal Adversarial Triggers
(warning: contains sensitive content)
● The learned behaviors 

of text generation 
models are opaque

● Adversarial inputs can 
trigger VERY toxic 
content 

● These models can be 
exploited in open-
world contexts by 
illintentioned users

(Wallace et al., EMNLP 2019)



Ethical Considerations: Biases Triggered Innocuously
(warning: contains sensitive content)
● Pretrained language models can 

degenerate into toxic text even from 
seemingly innocuous prompts 

● Models should not be deployed 
without proper safeguards to control 
for toxic content 

● Models should not be deployed 
without careful consideration of how 
users will interact with it

(Gehman et al., 2020)



Decoding Takeaways

• At each decoding step: choose a function to manipulate P(y | X) -- the next-
token distribution 

• Temperature, Top-k, Top-p, Fudge

• Over the full decoding process: choose a function to choose between (full or 
partial) sequences generated from previous step

• Beam search, reranking, sample then rank



Decoding: Takeaways

• Decoding is still a challenging problem in NLG – there’s a lot more work to be done! 

• A major realization of the last couple of years is that many of the problems that we 
see in neural NLG are not really problems with our learned language model 
probability distribution, but problems with the decoding algorithm 

• Human language production is a subtle presentation of information and can’t be 
modeled by simple properties like probability maximization 

• Different decoding algorithms can allow us to inject biases that encourage different 
properties of coherent natural language generation 

• Some of the most impactful advances in NLG of the last few years have come from 
simple but effective modifications to decoding algorithms



Decoding Takeaways

• You can use decoding methods to control features of the output 

• Match certain constraints 

• Factor in a reward function or data source 

• You can do more expensive decoding to compensate for a worse model… up to a 
point 

• Different methods have tradeoffs in quality, diversity, and inference speed 

• Sampling is fast and diverse but can be lower-quality 

• More restricted sampling and MAP methods are higher-quality but less diverse 

• Your responsibility to make design decisions doesn’t stop when the model is trained! 


